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A BSTRACT
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic resulted in significant ramifications for international relations
ranging from travel restrictions, global ceasefires, and international vaccine production and sharing
agreements. Amidst a wave of infections in India that resulted in a systemic breakdown of healthcare
infrastructure, a social welfare organization based in Pakistan offered to procure medical-grade
oxygen to assist India - a nation which was involved in four wars with Pakistan in the past few
decades. In this paper, we focus on Pakistani Twitter users’ response to the ongoing healthcare crisis
in India. While #IndiaNeedsOxygen and #PakistanStandsWithIndia featured among the top-trending
hashtags in Pakistan, divisive hashtags such as #EndiaSaySorryToKashmir simultaneously started
trending. Against the backdrop of a contentious history including four wars, divisive content of
this nature, especially when a country is facing an unprecedented healthcare crisis, fuels further
deterioration of relations. In this paper, we define a new task of detecting supportive content and
demonstrate that existing NLP for social impact tools can be effectively harnessed for such tasks
within a quick turnaround time. We also release the first publicly available data set2 at the intersection
of geopolitical relations and a raging pandemic in the context of India and Pakistan.
Keywords India · Pakistan · Oxygen shortage · COVID-19 · Hope speech

1

Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic started in late 2019 [1] and as of this writing is still ongoing. Several factors - geopolitical,
economic, social among others - dramatically influenced health outcomes around the world. In this paper, we focus on
the ongoing (as of May 2021) infection wave in India [2]. After aggressive initial steps to successfully curb the spread
of the virus, case counts exploded in India towards the end of April 2021. The rapidity of the spread overwhelmed the
healthcare infrastructure in the country. A widespread shortage of medical-grade oxygen [3], overworked medical staff,
and full capacity emergency rooms became the norm in major population centers.
The crisis was heavily discussed on social media and the associated hashtags were among the most discussed Twitter
trends globally. In Pakistan, a neighboring country that fought four wars with India over the past seven decades [4], a
significant volume of tweets expressed solidarity with the Indian populace primarily through two hashtags - #IndiaNeedsOxygen and #PakistanStandsWithIndia. In addition, the hashtag #EndiaSaySorryToKashmir started trending in
Pakistan. The tweets using this hashtag were primarily divisive and often referenced a long-running territorial dispute at
∗
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we’re rivals not enemies. we breath same air speak same languages. our prayers
, wishes and thoughts are with our brothers from other side of the border. We
need to fight this bettle together
karma is bitch, india deserves what’s happening right now because that’s what
they did with people of kashmir. kashmir’s can’t take revenge but god has his
plans for redemption.
Despite the fact that we have our political conflicts, but I really pray for their
good health. Get well soon india. Pakistani nation is with you.
India deserves this . You are facing what you did to kashmir and fool pakistani
supporting india on this you are just slaves to british thats all ..
Kashmir is our and it is all of it. Until the independence of Kashmir, there will
be war till the destruction of India.
Political differences have their place but the prayers of us Pakistanis are with
our Indian brothers and sisters. May Allah give health to all.

Table 1: Example tweets where the hashtag and the tweet content agree (highlighted in blue) and disagree (highlighted
in red).
the heart of India-Pakistan relations. Amidst a far-reaching and rapidly progressing pandemic, divisive content of this
nature negatively impacts the mental well-being of the affected population and can contribute to strained relations.
Hashtag based filtering, while extremely effective, cannot solely identify supportive content. For instance, users can
hijack trending hashtags and post content that violates the spirit of the hashtag (see Table 1). Also, replies or responses
to a controversial tweet with a divisive hashtag may still retain the same hashtag but the content may reflect a unifying
message. Rapidly evolving crises also require a fast turnaround time which can preclude sophisticated, time-consuming
solutions.
In this paper, we present a method to automatically detect supportive content from the tweet text (excluding hashtags,
mentions, emojis, and urls). Our minimally supervised approach combines multiple soft signals - a hope speech classifier
that detects peace-seeking content [5], and an empathy-distress classifier trained on a well-known empathy-distress data
set [6]. We further demonstrate superior performance in presence of supervision and release an annotated data set in
this important humanitarian domain.
Model reusability is a major challenge in NLP applications [7, 8]. We see our paper as preliminary evidence that
NLP methods for positive impact research are not isolated efforts, and solutions arising from adjacent tasks can be
re-purposed to tackle newer challenges.
NLP for positive impact: Our work can be described by the following two broad themes specific to this workshop online well-being & positive information sharing and case studies for NLP for social good. In order to create a positive
impact, we believe a research contribution needs to satisfy a subset of the following conditions: (1) a problem domain
with a high societal impact; (2) resource-sharing to facilitate scientific progress; and (3) a research theme that spawns a
rich line of follow-up work.
Our paper has the following contributions:
Social: We analyze the bilateral relationship between countries with a contentious history amidst a raging pandemic.
Our work is at the intersection of two important themes - geopolitical relations and healthcare crises. We show a
significant outpouring of support and solidarity between the two nations’ online communities in the context of the
pandemic. Barring a few recent efforts [5, 9], there is little literature on web manifestation of the India-Pakistan
relationship co-occurring with other crises. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first analysis of social media text
interactions between India and Pakistan amidst a pandemic.
Resource: We present a data set of tweets exploring geopolitical relations between historic adversaries amidst a health
crisis. Publicly available data sets expressing empathy and distress are scarce [6]. Beyond our immediate objective of
detecting supportive tweets, this data set may be useful in answering several other research questions.
The reusability argument: We present a compelling case study that NLP for positive impact applications are not
isolated tasks. Rather, multiple existing resources can be combined to tackle a new challenge in a fast turnaround time
setting.

2

Task

In this paper, we consider the task of detecting supportive content. Supportive behavior in language has been previously
studied. For example, a AAAI-2020 shared task focused on detecting disclosure and supportiveness from written
2
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Our hearts go out to our neighbours who are facing unprecedented misery.
Pakistani People are praying for you . . .
I am a Pakistani but seriously this is heartbreaking what i am seeing from few days about
India.We are enemies but this is about humanity,If we unite in this pandemic we both countries
can fight together and can win this battle together,Peace . . .
As a human we all are together Pray for India and for all people all over the world who are
suffering from COVID May Allah pak save us from this dangerous COVID-19 Stop hating
start praying

Table 2: Example tweets exhibiting empathy, distress, and solidarity.

accounts of casual and confessional conversations [10]. Our task is slightly different in the sense that we are interested
in detecting content where speakers are supporting a country/people severely affected by a healthcare crisis.
We define supportive content to be either expressing empathy, distress, or solidarity. Our definitions for empathy and
distress follow [6] that considers extensive psychology literature [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. [6] defines empathy as a warm,
tender, and compassionate feeling for a suffering entity, and distress as a self-focused, negative affective state that
occurs when one feels upset due to witnessing an entity’s suffering or need. Among the several existing definitions
of solidarity, we borrow the following [16]: a mutual attachment between individuals (groups) that encompasses two
levels: (1) a factual level of actual common ground between the individuals (groups); and (2) a normative level of
mutual obligations to aid each other, as and when should be necessary. In Table 2 we present three example tweets
exhibiting empathy, distress, and solidarity.
Our definition for not-supportive content does not have a similar psychological grounding. Our annotators observed that
the not-supportive content in this specific context, primarily (1) expressed politically motivated hate; (2) demonstrated a
war-mongering attitude; (3) expressed schadenfreude; (4) mentioned politically contentious issues; and (5) expressed
unrelated content such as product promotion etc.

3

Resource

We use two existing resources for our work. Next, we present a short description of these resources.
3.1

Hope speech classifier

The hope speech detection task introduced in [5] involves identifying social media text content with a unifying message
encouraging peace, discouraging war, and highlighting the economic, social, and human costs of conflict against the
backdrop of the 2019 India-Pakistan conflict. A detailed definition of hope speech with illustrative examples is provided
in [5].
3.2

Empathy and Distress Classifier

We train a classifier on the empathy-distress data set introduced in [6]. The data set is grounded in prior psychology
literature on empathy and distress [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The data set consists of 418 news article excerpts from popular
news platforms and responses to them from 403 annotators, resulting in a total of 2,015 responses (5 articles per
annotator). Upon filtering responses that deviated from the task description, the pruned final data set consists of 1,860
responses (empathy: 916, distress: 905). We split this data into train and test sets in 90/10 ratio and train a binary
classifier using BERT [17] (bert-base-uncased) using transformers library [18].

4

Data

Our data set, T , consists of 309,394 tweets posted by 150,289 unique users collected between 21 April 2021 and
04 May 2021. The top trending hashtags in Pakistan for April 22 and April 23 were retrieved from https://ge
tdaytrends.com/ and all associated tweets were obtained using the Twitter API3 . Other closely related trending
hashtags were also included (e.g., #IndiaNeedsOxygen and #IndiaNeedOxygen, or #PakistanStandsWithIndia and
#PakistanStandWithIndia). Additional details are in Table 4. In this paper, any mention of a hashtag includes closely
spelled variants (e.g. #IndiaNeed(s)Oxygen, #PakistanStand(s)WithIndia, or #I(E)ndiaSaySorryToKashmir). We define
3
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the following two hashtag sets: Hsupportive = {#IndiaNeed(s)Oxygen, #PakistanStand(s)WithIndia} ; and Hnot-supportive =
{#I(E)ndiaSaySorryToKashmir}.

Subsets of interest: Two mutually disjoint subsets of T : Tsupportive and Tnot-supportive are defined as follows.
Tsupportive includes tweets containing one or more of the Hsupportive hashtags and Tnot-supportive includes tweets
containing one or more of the Hnot-supportive hashtags. Tweets containing any intersection of the Hsupportive and
Hnot-supportive hashtags are discarded from either subset and thus there is no intersection between Tsupportive and
Tnot-supportive . Since classification of extremely short texts is a well-established challenge [19, 20, 21], in all of our
sampling experiments involving a text classifier, we impose a length restriction of 10 or more tokens after preprocessing.
Furthermore, our classifiers are only presented with the tweet text, i.e., the body of the tweet with hashtags, emojis, urls,
and mentions removed.
Generating country labels for tweets: The Twitter API bundles geographic location (coordinates) with tweets. In
addition, we utilized a weak signal - if a user’s Twitter handle contains an India or Pakistan flag emoji, then we assume
their tweets originated in India or Pakistan respectively. In the cases where the location information and our signal are
both present, we notice no inconsistency, indicating our weak country signal is robust.

5

Characterization of the Tweets

5.1

Likes and Retweets

We now characterize the retweets and likes of each of these hashtags. Let #ht Ind , #ht Pak , and #ht Other denote the
subsets of tweets that contain the hashtag ht and originate in India, Pakistan, and other (or unknown), respectively.
Table 5 shows that overall, the tweets containing supportive hashtags received fewer likes and retweets than those
containing not-supportive hashtags. We further notice that tweets containing supportive hashtags that originated in
Pakistan received substantially more likes than those from India. Our results though come with the following caveats.
Multiple factors can influence our data collection process such as the inner workings of Twitter algorithms or the Twitter
API. Also, our focus is on English tweets; previous studies have reported that Hindi is more commonly used to express
negative sentiment in social media content generated in the Indian sub-continent [22, 23].
5.2

Hashtag Co-occurrence

We next measure in-group and out-group co-occurrence of supportive and not-supportive hashtags within a single
tweet. Pair-wise Jaccard index between the tweet sets using various hashtags is computed4 and shown in Table 3.
We observe that among all hashtag pairs, h#IndiaNeed(s)Oxygen and #PakistanStand(s)WithIndiai occurs the most.
We observe that qualitatively, there is a stark contrast between tweets containing Hsupportive hashtags and tweets
containing Hnot-supportive hashtags with the dominant theme in the former being empathy, distress, and solidarity.
Figure 1 presents a word-cloud visualization of the tweets employing the three hashtags.
hashtags
#IndiaNeed(s)Oxygen
#PakistanStand(s)WithIndia
#I(E)ndiaSaySorryToKashmir

#IndiaNeed(s)Oxygen
0.0887
0.0247

#PakistanStand(s)WithIndia
0.0887
0.0405

#I(E)ndiaSaySorryToKashmir
0.0247
0.0405
-

Table 3: Jaccard index of tweet subsets employing various hashtags.

6

Related Work

Social media response to the ongoing pandemic has received significant research attention: (1) health misinformation
[24, 25, 26], (2) polarization [27, 28], (3) disease modeling [29], etc. Counterhate measures along the line of
counterspeech research [30, 31, 32, 33] to combat Anti-Asian hate [34], and community blame [35] has been studied.
Our work contrasts with existing literature in three ways: (1) we analyze bilateral relations of nuclear adversaries amidst
a raging pandemic; (2) we release a novel data set for wider use exploring related research questions; and (3) we present
a new method that combines recent NLP for positive impact advances in a new, timely, and important task.
4

Jaccard index is a statistic to gauge similarity between two sets, A, B, expressed as

4

|A∩B|
.
|A∪B|
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Hashtag
#IndiaNeedsOxygen
#IndiaNeedOxygen
#PakistanStandsWithIndia
#PakistanStandWithIndia
#EndiaSaySorryToKashmir
#IndiaSaySorryToKashmir
All

Total
145,975
24,488
96,226
17,406
25,081
557
309,733

India
26,383
5,049
12,331
2,772
87
15
46,651
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Pakistan
19,748
2,400
21,583
3,790
8,022
169
55,712

Table 4: Statistics of dataset crawled between 21 April 2021 and 04 May 2021.
HashtagLocation
#IndiaNeed(s)OxygenInd
#IndiaNeed(s)OxygenPak
#IndiaNeed(s)OxygenOther
#PakistanStand(s)WithIndiaInd
#PakistanStand(s)WithIndiaPak
#PakistanStand(s)WithIndiaOther
#I(E)ndiaSaySorryToKashmirInd
#I(E)ndiaSaySorryToKashmirPak
#I(E)ndiaSaySorryToKashmirOther

Like
2.32 ± 63.80
4.39 ± 96.50
2.72 ± 215.81
2.46 ± 78.14
8.58 ± 358.16
2.65 ± 117.25
1.49 ± 4.97
1.26 ± 24.80
1.51 ± 37.61

Retweet
1631.07 ± 3393.86
322.98 ± 1107.28
1306.71 ± 2934.60
2313.45 ± 2898.67
665.03 ± 1559.59
1246.58 ± 2195.85
191.45 ± 266.38
276.28 ± 300.87
248.33 ± 293.02

Table 5: Location-specific like and retweet behavior.
While the political volatility between India and Pakistan has been extensively studied by social scientists [36, 37, 38],
barring few recent lines of work [5, 23, 9], social media interactions between the civilians of India and Pakistan has
received little or no attention. All recent work on Indian and Pakistani social media [5, 23, 9] focused on a solitary
incident - the 2019 India-Pakistan conflict triggered by the Pulwama terror attack across different social media platforms.
While [5] introduced a novel task of detecting hostility-diffusing, peace seeking hope speech and considered comments
on relevant YouTube videos as the data set, [9] is the first work on analyzing web-manifestation (Twitter) of political
polarization between the two countries and how political parties factor in these discussions.
Our work leverages two existing resources: (1) a hope speech classifier introduced in [5]; and (2) a well-known
empathy-distress data set [6]. As already mentioned, our work differs in a key way that we re-purpose these resources
for a new NLP for positive impact task: detecting supportive tweets in the context of social media discussions during a
national healthcare crisis. Our work also draws inspiration from recent findings about mining stance from hashtags [39].

7

Methods, Results, and Discussion

Research question: Does sampling tweets containing Hsupportive hashtags alone suffice?
We first investigate if hashtag-based filtering alone guarantees supportive tweets with a high probability. We randomly
sample 1,000 tweet texts from Tsupportive and manually annotate them. Our annotators are provided only the tweet

Model
MBERT
supervised
MBERT
informed
MBERT
hashtag
MSVM
supervised
MSVM
informed
MSVM
hashtag

Precision
83.28 ± 0.8
80.78 ± 0.5
72.93 ± 1.2
66.38 ± 0.5
56.98 ± 0.6
42.69 ± 0.03

Recall
80.98 ± 1.6
80.60 ± 0.7
53.78 ± 1.6
91.65 ± 0.8
94.03 ± 0.3
100.00 ± 0

F1
81.14 ± 1.6
80.62 ± 0.6
48.58 ± 2.5
76.99 ± 0.4
70.95 ± 0.5
59.83 ± 0.03

Table 6: Test performance comparison. Five runs per experiment were conducted and mean and standard deviation are
presented.

5
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(c) #I(E)ndiaSaySorryToKashmir

Figure 1: A word cloud visualization of the tweet contents and the associated hashtag used. Hashtags and punctuations are removed
as a preprocessing step.

texts, i.e., the body of the tweet excluding hashtags, urls, mentions, and emojis. Three annotators fluent in English,
Hindi, and Urdu, and well-versed with the geopolitical events between India and Pakistan first independently annotated
these tweets and achieved a Fleiss’ κ score of 0.76 indicating moderate agreement. Next, disagreements are resolved
through a follow-up adjudication process and a higher Fleiss’ κ score of 0.86 is reached. Of the randomly chosen 1,000
tweets 444 tweets, i.e., 44.4% were marked positive. This result indicates that solely relying on supportive hashtag will
not do better than chance and underscores the importance of sophisticated methods.
In addition, we randomly sampled 1,000 tweet texts from Tsupportive ∪ Tnot-supportive as our test set (denoted as Deval ).
Throughout our annotation process, whenever consensus label is absent, following standard literature [40], we consider
the majority label as the gold-standard label. Annotator subjectivity is a well-studied research area [41], and in order to
facilitate further research, we also provide individual annotator’s labels.
Research question: Do the hope speech and the empathy-distress classifiers present any discernible signal to differentiate between supportive and not-supportive tweets?
As already described, the hope speech classifier is designed for a different scenario of detecting peace-seeking, hostility
diffusing content from social media discussions generated during a conflict. Our current task of detecting supportive
tweets, although related, is not identical. Furthermore, the classifier is trained on a different social media platform,
YouTube, that allows unstructured text without any length restriction, whereas Twitter allows unstructured text but
imposes a length restriction. Similarly, the empathy-distress classifier is trained on a different data set of user responses
to news events. Hence, a pertinent research question is if the hope speech classifier or the empathy-distress classifier is
any good in differentiating between supportive and not-supportive tweets.
We first start with a simple experiment to illustrate that the resources provide useful signal. Let S = {hx, yi} such that
x ∼ Tsupportive and y ∼ Tnot-supportive , i.e., S consists of tweet pairs hx, yi where x and y are randomly drawn from
the pool of tweets with supportive and not-supportive hashtags, respectively. Let Ph (z) and Pe (z) denote the predicted
hope speech and empathy-distress probabilities of tweet z. We compute:
Σ
I(P (x)>Ph (y))
rh = hx,yi∈Ss |S|h
and
Σ

I(P (x)>P (y))

e
re = hx,yi∈Ss |S|e
where I denotes an indicator function and |S|, i.e., the number of randomly drawn pairs,
is set to 100,000. We ran this experiment five times and found rh to be equal to 69.3 ± 0.13% and re to be equal to
47.8 ± 0.12%, indicating that a randomly drawn sample from Tsupportive is more likely to receive a higher hope speech
score (Ph (.)) than a randomly drawn sample from Tnot-supportive . However, we do not notice similar trends with our
empathy-distress classifier.

It is unsurprising that rh has a much higher value than re . The hope speech classifier is trained on a data set relevant
to a recent India-Pakistan conflict and thus has a substantial overlap in domain. Hence, a general nature of positive
dialogue may indicate a desire to put things behind and help each other. In contrast, the empathy-distress classifier
is trained on a broad, diverse, data set of user responses to news events and has no overlap with the current domain.
However, when we rank tweets from Tsupportive by the classifier’s probability, we notice that top predictions are of
extremely high quality in both cases. We annotate top 1,000 unique tweets from Tsupportive ranked by Ph (.) and obtain
950 positives. Similarly, top 1,000 unique tweets from Tsupportive ranked by Pe (.) yield 899 positives upon manual
6
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annotation. Moreover, the two classifiers complement each other as among the top 1,000 unique tweets from the hope
speech classifier and the top 1,000 unique tweets from the empathy-distress classifier had minimal overlap (62 samples).
This annotation task also yielded a substantially higher Fleiss’ κ score (0.8068) without any follow-up adjudication
process indicating that the chosen samples have less ambiguity than our earlier experiment that involved annotating
randomly selected tweets from Tsupportive . Our results thus indicate existing resources can be harnessed for informed
sampling yielding high-quality positives.
Algorithm 1: Construct(Dinformed , Minformed )
Input: T is the full set of tweets, Tsupportive , Tnot-supportive ⊂ T ; MhopeSpeech is the hope speech classifier; MempathyDistress
is the empathy-distress classifier
Output: Dinformed ⊂ T ; and Minformed - a model trained on Dinformed
Procedure:
foreach tweet t ∈ Tsupportive ∪ Tnot-supportive do
classify t using MhopeSpeech and MempathyDistress yielding positive probabilities Ph and Pe .
end
Sort Tsupportive using Ph and Pe yielding two ranked lists Rsupportive h and Rsupportive e .
Take the top 1,000 tweets from Rsupportive h and Rsupportive e yielding 2,000 tweets - these are the positive samples D+ informed .
Sort Tnot-supportive using Ph and Pe yielding two ranked lists Rnot-supportive h and Rnot-supportive e .
Sample 500 tweets from the bottom 80% of Rh and Re yielding 1,000 tweets - these are the negative samples - D− informed .
Dinformed ← D+ informed ∪ D− inf ormed
Duplicates are discarded from Dinformed
Minformed ← a classifier trained on Dinformed
Output: Dinformed and Minformed

Research question: How to leverage existing resources to design an effective classifier to detect supportive tweets?
We utilize two existing resources, a hope speech classifier from [5], and an empathy-distress data set from [6]. We first
train an empathy-distress classifier on the empathy-distress data set that can classify tweets as exhibiting empathy or
distress, or not.
Our pipeline utilizes the hope speech and empathy-distress classifiers and constructs a weakly labeled data set where
the positive examples exhibit themes like empathy, distress, support, and solidarity - the supportive speech, and the
negative examples exhibit themes like controversy, whataboutism, and hostility - the not-supportive speech. The
two classifiers are used to label tweets and the positive class probability is used to rank all the tweets in the set
Tsupportive ∪ Tnot-supportive yielding two ranked lists. D+ informed contains all tweets using any of the top 1,000 tweets
in both ranked lists (2,000 in total, 1,938 unique) are considered positive samples, and a set of negative samples,
D− informed , is constructed by randomly sampling 500 tweets each from the bottom 80% of both ranked lists (1,000 in
total, 1,000 unique). The full data set construction pipeline is presented in Algorithm 1. The trained model is denoted
as Minformed . Table 7 lists a random sample of tweet texts from Dinformed .
Prayers for India we are with you May Allah Almighty protect all Indians from this deadly virus Ameen
We have boundries but not in our hearts
We are humans, we have pain
We are Neighbours not Enemies
Humanity First.
Prayers for India
It doesn’t matter how many differences there are between our countries. But humanity first. we all are in
it together. I hope soon thing comes in control IA.our prayers with the people’s of India get well soon
neighbors
I request our government to extend the hands to help people of India in this difficult time.
May Allah ease the pain of our neighbour. Horrible situation in india as country Just ran out of oxygen
Prayers and greeting from pakistan.
Heartbreaking to see this situation in our neighbourhood.
Send love and prayers from Pakistan. May Almighty Allah help humanity through this pandemic.
Stay strong, Stay Safe
+
Table 7: Randomly sampled tweet texts from Dinformed
annotated as positives.

7
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Earlier research has reported hashtags as an effective way to obtain weak labels [39]. We contrast Minformed against
a baseline that uses hashtags alone as a source of weak labels and contains the identical number of (weakly labeled)
positives and negatives as Dinformed . Essentially, any tweet belonging to Tsupportive is considered a positive and any
tweet belonging to Tnot-supportive is considered a negative. Positives and negative examples are randomly sampled
from these sets and a data set with the same proportions as Dinformed is constructed. The trained model is denoted as
Mhashtag .
We train our classifiers using BERT [17] (bert-base-uncased) using the transformers library [18] and a 90/10
train/validation split. In addition, since English social media content from the Indian subcontinent exhibits a variety
of disfluencies [42], and since the SVM baseline has been successfully applied to the original hope speech detection
task [5], we include an SVM baseline as well that uses TF-IDF vectors as document feature representations. The trained
models are evaluated on Deval , 1000 randomly sampled tweets from Tsupportive ∪ Tnot-supportive . Note that hashtags,
urls, emojis, mentions, and punctuation are removed from the tweets prior to training.
7.1

Performance Comparison
Life is dying in our neighboring country. We have differences. We have fought wars, but we are neighbors.
Sighing lives in India. My lord, who will do good except you
There is no religion of humanity. May Allah save the whole world including India from this epidemic.
Amen
From Pakistan I request my all Muslims
Humanity has no religion and no boundaries ....Pray for all world and for India
Be safe everone, wear mask everytime, may your country doesn’t goes through what our country is going.
Greetings from india

Table 8: Randomly sampled YouTube comments predicted as supportive by MBERT
informed in the wild.
Table 6 shows that Minformed substantially outperforms Mhashtag on the test set and thus underscores why hashtagbased-filtering may not solely suffice. Also, this result indicates that the joint concept of empathy, distress, and solidarity
is learnable, and in this context, the resources exhibit synergy. Understandably, a supervised solution will improve
the performance since weak labels obtained using the hope speech and empathy-distress classifier, while high-quality,
still had some amount of noise. Compared to the informed sampling, we observe a slight performance boost in our
supervised solutions. We also notice the BERT-based classifiers outperformed SVM baselines.
While our primary focus is on Twitter, several social media platforms exist where hashtags are not as prevalent. YouTube,
a highly popular social media platform, is one such example. We performed an in-the-wild test where we obtained the
top 100 supportive predictions from a new data set consisting of 31,232 comments on 185 YouTube COVID-19-related
videos from the official YouTube channel of Geo TV, a highly popular Pakistani news channel. We used the best
MBERT
inf ormed model to test our minimally supervised method’s in-the-wild performance. Out of 100 such comments, a
manual evaluation revealed that 70 were positive. Table 8 lists a few such randomly sampled comments. A reasonably
high precision of our model indicates its cross-platform viability and applicability in downstream tasks like moderation.
7.2

Discussion

Research question: How Pakistan Responded to this crisis? In our earlier analysis in Section 5.1, we found that tweets
containing Hsupportive hashtags originating in Pakistan (1) heavily outnumbered those containing Hnot-supportive
hashtags; and (2) received a larger share of the likes and retweets. We investigate the like and retweet behavior
conditioned on the tweet text less the hashtags. Table 9 indicates an overwhelming majority of the tweets from Pakistan
is classified as supportive by Msupervised and such tweets received substantially more likes and retweets than the
not-supportive tweets.
Label
supportivePak
not-supportivePak

Percentage
85.30%
14.70%

Like
6.64 ± 270.6
1.26 ± 24.8

Retweet
505.61 ± 1378.1
276.28 ± 300.9

Table 9: Like and retweet behavior and count of supportive and not-supportive tweets from Pakistan.
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Ethical and Societal Implications

While the setting discussed in the paper involves humanitarian tasks, the techniques can be trivially adapted with the
explicit objective to censor empathetic content. In many recent conflicts in the Indian subcontinent, such systems can
have adverse social effects, and thus particular care is needed before these systems are deployed. Also, language-specific
features can sometimes cause syntactically similar but semantically opposite content to be surfaced underscoring the
need for a human-in-the-loop setting before such systems are deployed for social media content moderation tasks.
Finally, our classifier relies on a black box hope speech classifier and thus runs the risk of propagating possible biases
from the black box model. Further case studies need to be considered before deployment and we welcome a thorough
investigation of our released data set from the scientific community.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we present a task and associated resources for a vital domain - geopolitical relations against the backdrop
of a raging pandemic. We release a data set of tweets discussing the oxygen crisis and healthcare system collapse
in India due to a COVID-19 wave. Our data set is geographically diverse and connects several diverse themes - a
long acrimonious history between two neighboring countries that involves four wars and a recent bilateral relations
breakdown, a raging pandemic that has claimed several hundred thousand lives within a few weeks and is still ongoing.
Our analysis reveals a strong humanitarian streak that prioritizes health and well-being over past geographical or ethnic
disputes. We then re-purpose existing resources designed for adjacent tasks like hope speech and empathy distress
detection and utilize these to identify supportive tweets. Our experiments reveal that NLP for positive impact tasks can
utilize existing adjacent resources to rapidly bootstrap solutions.
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